A novel approach to neuro-fuzzy classification.
A new model for neuro-fuzzy (NF) classification systems is proposed. The motivation is to utilize the feature-wise degree of belonging of patterns to all classes that are obtained through a fuzzification process. A fuzzification process generates a membership matrix having total number of elements equal to the product of the number of features and classes present in the data set. These matrix elements are the input to neural networks. The effectiveness of the proposed model is established with four benchmark data sets (completely labeled) and two remote sensing images (partially labeled). Different performance measures such as misclassification, classification accuracy and kappa index of agreement for completely labeled data sets, and beta index of homogeneity and Davies-Bouldin (DB) index of compactness for remotely sensed images are used for quantitative analysis of results. All these measures supported the superiority of the proposed NF classification model. The proposed model learns well even with a lower percentage of training data that makes the system fast.